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Abstract: In the upgradingprocedurefor the old control system at BESSY 
only hard- and sof&vare is chosen that meet Ike standards nowadays 
known. Modern compurer network will be used: kost computers run- 
ning UNIX are ilnked by un edlernet, a PROWAY-Cjield bus nefivork 
connects master microcomputers of interfacing parallel bus sysrems. Tke 
xftware that is developed now for rhe control of rke given tnucttinr ~+$il 
supply a basic system to BESSY 11. Any application program rhar has 
to be rewrit:en for the modernization of RESSY I will be rransfrrable tii 
BETSY Il. Operating experiewes c[ the running iight source BESSY I t\sill 
itifiuence significunrly new features !har will be realized fcu- BESSY II. 

The window oriented interface for the operator is easily reconf!guredfor 
BESSY Il. A librury of well rested system interface calls gives a safe set 
of tools to rhe scientists for the programming of diagnostic arrd opera@ 
procedures. For he microcomputer sofwow wturol!ing the ime$aces 
modules are designed, rhat allow a unijed and hardware inde,oen&;m 
uccess 10 an)> equipmrnl. 

Introduction 

After the modernization of the BESSY control system has been 
completed successfully the basic components of the new system 
will be: X window servers, a UNX workstation neti+ork based 
on the ethernet, a micro processor network basrd on a serial field 
bus conformal IO the manu&cturing uutoma~‘~~t protocol (hliipj 
standard a:ld internet-field bus server stations [ I ] 

In the progress of modernization the primary pilot system 
will be expanded smoothly to full scale. Only the hmd- and soft- 
ware interfnces between the constituents of the different system 
levels have to remain fixed. They were chosen to follow known 01 
emerging standards as closely as possible today. Thereby we are 
able to make use of the flexibility of an open system. Every de- 
cision about new components can profit from the experiences with 
the preceding subsystem. Thus, the system will be tuned to the 
demands of the machine people. 

System Components - 

Presently we are in the ‘introductory phase’ [l]. Own operating 
experiences with the new system are based on the configuration of 
the pilot system. 

Presentation Level - 

The operators interface will be based on ‘powerful’ high resolu- 
tion color graphic displays with keyboard and mouse controlled by 
the X windowing system [2]. We wilt learn from the operators 
complaints which properties of the available hardware have to be 
emphasized. Speed in throughput from the application program to 
the presentation can be tuned on the X client side with proces- 
sor power and RAM, on the X servers side by dedicated graphic 
boards. The complexity of many overlapping windows overloaded 
with information (fig. 1) could force the operator to spend most of 
the time on manipulating the windows and finding out how to per- 
form a certain action. We prefer a dozen simple X display stations 
and distribute the different tasks in a prcstructured way over thcsc 
screens, 

All console workstations must have fiFS access to the 
database of the central host. Tasks that require real time perfor- 
mance or throughput to the field level eventually have to run on 
workstations equipped with an own field bus link. Todav only ths 
gateway and a spare workstation have access to the f&l bus. We 
feel that the ethernet will not be a bottleneck in the command vans- 
port line. In any case interactive tasks hn\,e to pass their init1 t1ctioll.s 
from the X server to the X client to the application on the ethrrilet. 

Fig. I: A/i opcrutu’a i’iaw of lhc muchitie 

Gateway 

Presently we use a TRI’I’ON (SPECS GmbH, Berliq PRG) as gate- 
way. It is a RISC station based on Intergmphs CLIPPER processor 
with a typical performance of 5--7 MIPS and 1.5 MFLOPS at 33 
MHz in a UNIX environment. This station is equipped with a VME 
bus coupler that allows the VME bus field bus interface to be ried 
to the high performance CLIPPER bus. 

Network 

For the ct)l~iInunic;~~ic,n between UNIX \r,(>rksl;ltic,lia tm-Yl..ty the in 
tcrnet protocol on an ethernet is obvious. 

At the field level we decided to use eLAN I:], a realization 
of the PROWkY C standard (IEC 955). PROWAY C specifics the twt) 
bottom layers in the ISOIOSI model and is cor~:‘1mr1:1l with hIAl’. \\‘t 
can be sure that in the near future workstations conuconly provide 
both ethernet and MAP boards. Then we need at most bridges to 
the real time PROWAY C segmrnt instead of g,ttrways with av:i\,~” 
protocol conversion. 
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Table 1: Comparison of three real time field bus system.7 
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The token passing bus eLAN is absolutly reliable even in 
a noisy environment like a booster synchrotron. At BESSY major 
subnets are ground insulated by fiber optics repeaters to provide 
additional stabilisation. In table I the features of the eI,AN net\vork 
are compared with other well known field buses. 

Debice Control 

At this level compatibility with PROWAY C is less obvious. Already 
available are sevrral parallel buses like ECB, WvlE or Multibus. The 
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Fig, 2: Sketch of a jeld bus node 

microcomputer boards working as bus master are based on Z 80, 
MC 680x0 or Intel processors (fig. 2). Predominantly we will use 
the ECB bus for I/O purposes, In most applications the stability 
of the inexpensive, 8 bit synchronous ECB bus is even superior to 
the 16 bit asynchronous VME bus. We will apply the even cheaper 
and less complex (MAP compatible) front end field bus systems 
(e.g. PROFIBUS) as soon as they become available. 

Software Structure .-._--.- 

The basic suucture of the software is introduced by rules that follow 
from the requirement to operate the old and new control systems in 
parallel 111. Even if several UNIX workstations supply computing 
power it is in the very beginning a classical single master/multi 
slave model. Coordination of different and concurrent tasks running 
on different machines lies within the responsibility of the user. 

Mapper 

Every application program that has to communicate with a X win- 
dow display has to address the universal X client of that display, 
called mapper. Mapper and application exchange requests by the 
event driven applicurion farm irzterfacc (fig. 3). Only the objects 
and the context are specified, nof the graphical representation. 

Appearance and functionality of the form entries are de- 
scribed in a database of forms. On a request to display a form on 
the screen, the mapper reads the description from the database and 
interprets it with a yacc type parser. The form gives instructions 
to the mapper, which action to perform e.g. on a user request to 
update the setting of a specified device. This example could result 
in the simultaneous adjustment of a slider and the update of an 
editable ‘string’ field. 

X11 output is currently produced with all the comfort of 
the object oriented ‘Interviews’ toolkit [3]. The source files of the 
forms ‘are in ASCII and are composed of the element;iry graphical 
objects interspersed with T&Y like formatting commands. Creation 
and modification of forms with a text editor is easy and flexible. 

System Calls 

This library handles globally hardware access for application pro- 
grams written in C++, C and F77. The basic C++ classes are 
full scale read and write operations to the field bus system with 
appropriate data structures. Member functions define different op- 
codes specific for the desired device control commands. Parameter 
exchange with the user program is simplified to the name of the 
addressed equipment and very specific information. The functions 
will be thoroughly tested and well documented to give a reliable 
platform for the development of stable application programs. 

In addition a system call interpreter reads these system 
calls line by line from standard input. In connection with the control 
structures of a UNIX shell this interactive library interface allows 
one to rapidly write and execute small test or driving scripts. No 
programming knowledge is required. 

Field Bus Daemon 

The system calls are passed to the lield bus daemon as remote proce- 
dure calls (RPC). The packet service UDP/lP is used in anticipation 
of the field bus packages. As long as we have to address the old 
control system the daemon has to fork according to his equipment 
address list. The RPC is either routed to the RPC server (boards 
running OS9) [l] or the call is converted to the BESSY message 
protocol and forwarded to the message server (boards based on Z 80 
microprocessors or the old minicomputer system). 
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Incoming packages are received by the field bus reader 
function. Depending on the format they are routed to the client 
directly or after conversion to RPC packages. Unexpected messages 
are passed to an error handler. 

System Control Monitor 

On system startup the system control monitor schedules all essen- 
tial server and background processes. An authentication widget 
(gerry++j allows for login procedures. As a service to the operators 
the basic applications are started immediately after login. When- 
ever a process terminates abnormally the system control monitor 
tries to clear the situation. 
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Fig. 3: Softrvure hrdding blocks utui cortwt~ut~icutiot~ pnrhs 

Peripheral Interface Modules __ ..-.... -. 

All software for device control is written in a high level language 
(PASCAL, MODULA 2) and basically independant of the microcom- 
puter board. Peripheral interface modules are structured in shells 
(fig. 4) and allow for easy adaption to hardware changes. A dif- 
ferent parallel bus can be used as soon as the l/O driver capsule 
has been replaced. Different interface cards require modifications 
in the DAT.4 SET OF EQUIPMENT. New basic functionality can be 
added to the OPCODE SERVICE. Autonomour tasks are located in 
the outermost lavcr (CONTROL/SUPERVISE). 

‘.._ ..Z!it; ,,Q , , 
-.- -.---- 

IJig. 4: Micn?col~g,lctl’r prriplierd itlforfim ttdd~: 

Ways of I%trthcr DevelopInent ----~ 

There will be no problem to implement modclling programs like 
MAD and supply the input data from the machine settings. Re- 
sponses to planned actions could be calculated and diaplaycd first, 
before a confirmation performs it in reality. Today this is done at 

many places. 

With respect to the software interfaces (fig. 3) it should he 
no problem to install knowledge based supervlsoIy packages \vt;ich 
partly use tools typical for artificial intelligence apI>lications [4]. 

On the field level many improvements are foreseen. A 
horizontal command transport layer will be introduced. Then com- 
plex instructions are partly executed at one node and the remaining 
tasks are passed to the other nodes. Status requests with an autoup- 
date flag will cause the microprocessor to constantly cor~trol tk 

device and report status changes as long as the client lives. On the 
network repair mechanisms with respect to fault:? stations can bc so- 

phisticated. The local database will con:ain pomter:, to eupreisivc 
graphic presentations which arc displayed on the console at spe- 
cific device conditions. In case of failurrs the names of responsible 
personnel could be displayed. 

Conclusion 

Operating experiences with the control system now un&r develop- 
ment at BESSY will be a realistic test for specific hardware car:- 
figurations and major software building bltxcks. In the end we will 
be in a position to scale the system to the needs of a rno:e complex 
system like BESSY 11. 
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